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Introduction
This paper provides practical skills, methods and tools for an HSE professional to more effectively
facilitate and lead a group performing a Risk Assessment process. It demonstrates new resource
tools that would also be suitable for participants of the ASSE Risk Assessment Institute.
While applicable to any Risk Assessment process, the content and underlying principles
described and developed are consistent with ANSI/ASSE Z690: 2011. By applying the skills and
tools learned, participants will be more competent and confident that future risk assessment
processes they lead and conduct will enhance the accuracy and reliability of current processes.
The details of a facilitator’s guide are provided and described using a specific practical application
/ case study of a real OHS risk. This participative example will be performed by attendees. Besides
catering for the general group dynamics and interpersonal factors / issues of any workgroup
activity, the paper details the facilitation skills, tips and pitfalls also related to unique aspects of
the risk assessment process.

Part 1

Overview of the Risk Assessment Process

All business processes including safety management involve decision-making and choosing
between options. For any job / task / activity in every aspect of life, there always need to make a
choice from several options. Which way will we do this job? Which optional method exploits &
maximizes exposure to the positive opportunities and minimizes & controls exposure to the
negative hazards? Which are the best control measures to ensure the chosen option is achieved?
Option-choosing or optioneering requires a reliable and consistent basis for comparing the
positive and negative risk levels of the choices and options being considered. Some form of Risk
Assessment – qualitative, semi-quantitative, or fully quantitative – is needed to provide that basis
for ultimate choice. Analysis of options to estimate which has the highest likelihood of positive
outcomes and lowest likelihood of negative outcomes can reveal how the best decision can be
made. According to ANSI / ASSE Z690.2 – 2011 Principles and Guidelines for Risk Management,

the risk assessment part [ blue dotted rectangle ] of the overall risk management process is
defined and shown in Exhibit 1. In the following case study, each step is explained.

Exhibit 1

RM Process – adapted from Clause 5 : Fig 3 - ISO 31000 – ANSI Z690.2

The risk assessment part of a RM process consists of only the 3 steps :

identify [ describe / define risk question / exposures in detail ]



analyze [ estimate / calculate the size of the risk ]



evaluate [ compare risk level against tolerance and action criteria

Part 2

Step-by-Step Guidance Notes for the Facilitator

Step 1A

Establish the Context & Scope

The ASSE / ANSI Standard Z690.2 describes the first step of a risk review process as NOT to
identify the risk or hazard but rather to establish the context & scope of the review. A common
mistake in risk reviewing is rushing in to the risk assessment stages without first clarifying the
purpose and nature of the risk review and certainly what Risk Criteria will be applied during the
process.
While there are many triggers for a risk assessment, most are conducted to obtain information
to assist in decision-making. Is one method of work better than another? Is one piece of equipment
or tool or device better than another? Should an incident investigation continue longer than first
planned? Can an employee - who varied a work method - be convinced that the way he did it is a
higher or lower risk than the way the supervisor wants? This is normally an argumentative
situation dominated by confusion between personal subjective opinions re “safe” or equally
meaningless “at-risk”. The safety conversation between supervisor and operator can be made more
objective with at least jointly assessed semi-quantitative risk levels. It is a powerful yet under-used
application of risk assessments. Every safety-related decision requires risk assessment.

Risk Management Process Template

Exhibit 2

Process Step 1A - Clarify & Agree on the Risk Question details

An important aspect of this process step is to decide the generic and/or specific nature of the risk
question chosen to be assessed. Exhibit 2 shows that any one of Steps 1.1  1.8 could be the
starting point. e.g. the assessment group may ask – What is a safety risk [ Step 1.2 ] associated
with stacking wooden poles [ Step 1.3 ]. All 8 risk descriptors IN ANY ORDER need to be generic
or specific but also agreed by all participants as what is of interest or concern to them.
In the example in Exhibit 2, if the group could say “we are looking at the risk at ‘any depot”
then Step 1.8 would need to record it appropriately, not just the Greenslopes Depot. However if
the group understand that there are particular aspects of the Greenslopes Depot that could raise
extra interest or concern about safety pole stacks, then the group should probably be interested in
that Risk Question. The guideline recommended to the facilitator for getting the group to decide
the specific or generic nature of the risk to be considered is to ask the group – is there any
indication that the risk for any specific aspect of each of the dimension Steps 1.1  1.8 is
interestingly higher than others then naturally that the risk question should be specific in that
dimension of the risk question. See Appendix 1 for an example of a set or family of risk questions
where different risk questions resulting from choices based on interest or concern regarding
specific risk factors. The key is that no one can assess a whole family of risks simultaneously.
Each risk question may differ in only 1 dimension but because it is a different combination of risk
factors, the risk assessments will be different. Fortunately, subsequent risk assessments with
variations in 1 or more risk factors / dimensions are often relatively quick because most of the risk
factors are the same.
Remember that ALL risk questions are valid. Get the assessor group to keep asking the
question - of all the hundreds of risk scenarios, which ones are of most interest or concern ? We
can do them first. Choosing qualitatively a worst case scenario with the worst risk factors is often
a useful start because if the resulting risk level is tolerable and ALARP [ see later in Step 4 ] with
the worst case scenario then the other qualitatively less severe scenarios will always result in lower
risk levels and less concern for urgent management and control.

In some respects generic risk questions are more difficult to assess because the participants’
interpretations of which risk factors are being considered and which are not, could often be widely
different. They need to be openly discussed BEFORE rushing into risk analysis of Step 3. Indeed,
whenever there is wide variation in the groups’ first individual independent estimates of likelihood
of the risk scenario in Step 3.3 below, the only conclusion is that the risk question was not
clarified and agreed adequately and variation in estimates are indicative that the participants are
NOT assessing the same risk !! Wide variation in Step 3.3 forces the group to go back to Steps
1.1  Step 2.5 to get everyone “on the same page” of assessing the SAME risk question.

Steps 1B and 1C

Communication & Consultation

This stage of the process is not sequential but rather continuous throughout the whole risk process.
It is also the most demanding part of the process because not all stakeholders perceive risk levels
the same. The challenging field of risk communication is a specialty facilitator’s domain as it
requires particular personality attributes and unique skills. As the facilitator of the actual risk
review process, consider representation of all interests during selection of the risk assessment team
and during the actual conduct of the process workshop. Be alert for signs of risk over- and underestimation due to factors such as over- or unfamiliarity, newness to the process, real or perceived
dominance of any participant, lack of respect and consideration for all inputs to the process. Some
safety and environmental risks can also evoke strong emotions, where risk estimates are strongly
influenced by subjective opinion rather than objective science. The facilitator needs to include a
representative range of assessors’ viewpoints, but also needs to insist that participants need to
declare acceptance of openness and readiness to change if objective evidence indicates that initial
expectations need to be changed. One issue that the facilitator needs to be wary of, and that is, the
pre-conceived expected result brought to the assessment by a participant [ usually a manger ] who
wants some supporting risk level numbers generated by an apparently credible process to justify a
decision that has already be made. The facilitator may need to consider the ethics of such a
situation and if it can’t be satisfactorily corrected then the facilitator may need to consider
withdrawing from the commission. The author has needed to do this on 3 occasions in 40 years
professional risk management experience.

Exhibit 3

Process Steps 1B and 1C- Communication & Consultation

With regards to Consultation, the facilitator has a responsibility to report regularly DURING
the process to ALL the stakeholders generally [and the review commissioner in particular] on
progress, preliminary findings and any necessary changes in the context and scope of the risk
review which were not envisaged at the beginning of the process.

Another significant Communication issue will arise in Steps 1C.1, 1C.2 and 4, where questions
of risk tolerability and decisions re further actions need to be considered. See later in Step 4. The
Risk Owner is often the person who requests or commissions the risk review / assessment.

Step 2

Risk Identification

In this process step, Exhibit 4, the first of the 3 steps in the actual risk assessment process, the risk
question is completed for analysis in Step 3. This is achieved by clarification of exactly what
specific or generic risk factors, events, circumstances are included or not in the risk scenario
ultimately described in the finally agreed risk question. Different participants will express different
interests and concerns re what should be addressed and what shouldn’t. The facilitator is regularly
required to NOT dismiss any risk question posed by any participant but carefully explain that
multiple scenarios cannot be assessed simultaneously. Remind all participants that if only 1 risk
factor is changed then the whole scenario and associated risk question changes. The solution is
simply asking which scenario is the group interested or concerned with first. The facilitator will
need to often say – “OK we will do that variation of the scenario / risk question next or later – let
us ‘park that’ for the moment”. Don’t dismiss any individual’s concern with any specific scenario.
As variations of each risk factor is considered, the process can create many risk scenarios and
many corresponding risk assessments. Some participants express surprise, sometimes strong
concern or even upset. The multiplicity is an unavoidable truth. Ignorance of this fact is one of the
main reasons why numerous risk assessments in the past have produced unreliable, widely varying
and inaccurate results. No wonder assessors estimate differently because they are trying to
estimate likelihoods and risks of different scenarios simultaneously. Fortunately, in response to
any concern or upset, a facilitator can calmly and reassuringly explain that when there is genuine
interest in concern in the variations of 1 or 2 factors, the associated scenarios can be assessed
quickly from the first or previous assessment. The facilitator can pose the qualitative question –
Will changing that risk factor that way make the likelihood of the whole scenario lower? or
higher? If the answer to this proposition is lower, and you have guided the group to use a scenario
of most concern or interest first, then the new scenario and its formal assessment may not need to
be considered in quantitative detail in Step 3. Lastly, the concern about the number of risk
assessments that may be required is ultimately determined by the Context & Scope back in process
Step 1A. The only reason we do risk assessments is to provide data to assist decision-making when
risk factors are uncertain. The ultimate filter is: Will the assessment result be useful?
Throughout all of Steps 1.1  2.5 [ Remember they can be completed in any order ], the
facilitator will be required regularly to resolve the question - What are the limits to what we
consider in this step?. The simple straightforward answer is always – What interests or concerns
you most needs to be the first consideration ? e.g. In Step 1.4, is the injury risk – all other risk
factors being equal - of using one kind / model of crane of more interest or concern than when
using another model ? Have there been many or any field hazard reports / near miss indicators that
draw attention to one model over another ? Also in Step 1.5, is the risk to an exposed Visitor or
Contractor initially of more interest and concern than to an employee? It is not suggested that one
is not important. It is simply necessary to prioritize and focus on being efficient as well as
accurate. In Step 1.8, the question could be asked is there any particular depot which has
characteristics that could make the risk considered worse than in other depots? What are those
characteristics? They need to be recorded in Steps 2.4A and 2.4B.

Exhibit 4

Process Step 2 Risk Identification

Steps 2.1 and 2.2 can cause some confusion. The choice of Consequence severity can create
unnecessary arguments. The facilitator needs to remind the assessors that a risk scenario
Consequence is a choice that is usually one of the first parts of a risk question, e.g. – What is the
risk of a serious leg injury to a crane dogman because he could ………..?
The biggest issue with Steps 2.1 and 2.2 is to remind the group that using expressions such as
the “the most likely consequence” or “the most credible consequence” are meaningless and
illogical. How can anyone say that one consequence is more likely or credible than another
without first establishing what DIFFERENT scenarios are necessary to lead to those DIFFERENT
consequences and before actually estimating the DIFFERENT likelihoods of each scenario. A
useful tactic for a facilitator is to clearly distinguish between event and scenario by graphically
illustrating and verbally asking prompt questions such as:- Can a single initial event such as a log
being placed on a stack lead to a range of possible and different consequences? For which the
answer is clearly YES. Many different Consequences ranging from nothing happens to someone
being killed are possible. But to estimate how likely or probable each of those consequences could
be the actual resulting outcome, we need to consider the scenario – the how – which consists of all
the events, circumstances and risk factors necessary for the single initial event to come together to
lead to each of the possible Consequences. Then we can estimate the likelihood or probability of
that scenario. N.B. Logically, scenarios which lead to different consequences following a single
initial event must be different in at least 1 of the many subsequent events or circumstances or risk
factors. If the scenarios were identical, so would be the outcomes! The risk assessment facilitator
needs to focus on this issue. It represents the biggest breakthrough you can achieve in improving
your risk assessment activities. Assessors need never argue about Consequences again. The
group chooses any Consequence of Most Interest or Most Concern and start with that but

recognizing that other choices are valid. If the assessment group wants to assess other Cs and their
scenarios, then it is appropriate that they do but they cannot do them all simultaneously.
Some organisations have H&S risk assessment procedures which require the process to begin
with either a C= 5 [ single fatality ] or C=3 [ serious injury ] from their own proprietary
Consequence Scale – sample shown in Exhibit 5. In the example of the injured pole stacker in
Exhibit 4, the assessors chose to start with C = 3. They could have chosen to start with a C = 5
[fatality] but a new credible scenario leading to that consequence would need to include factors
such as the log would need to hit him harder / faster / on a more vulnerable part of the body /
inadequate first aid or medical attention etc. Usually more severe outcomes require more factors to
go wrong simultaneously which is less likely to happen. That statistical or probabilistic fact is the
basis of the Frequency-Severity graphics commonly called accident triangles and icebergs. Just
stating that being hit by a log could lead to range of injury severities doesn’t help assess the
different likelihoods. All the necessary factors of the different scenarios needed to produce
different outcomes are required to be identified, defined and considered. It is common for
assessors to ignore the multiple events and circumstances that need to be considered between the
apparently last event and the resulting consequence. The facilitator needs to remind the group
particularly in Step 3, that, when estimating the likelihood of the risk, the consequence is also part
of the scenario.

Exhibit 5

Sample H&S Consequence Severity Scale used in Steps 2.1 and 2.2

Step 2.3 states the nature of the hazard being considered. Again it’s a choice, and usually energy
categorisations help to choose. Another very common mistake to which the facilitator needs to be
alert, is the inexperienced assessor who attempts to consider several hazard consequences
simultaneously e.g. trying to consider at the same time the different risks of an electrician being
burnt and/or electrocuted, or saying when someone falls into freezing ocean the hazard could be
either the gravitational fall and/or the thermal effects. Each scenario needs separate consideration
even if the answers could end up similar because the factors are not too different.
In completing both Steps 2.4A and 2.4B together, the assessors need to describe the risk in as
much details as required by the specificity chosen in the Scope. The combination of 2.4A and 2.4B

complete the description of the Risk Question. It can be expressed verbally as in Exhibit 4
requiring any number of “because of’s” / “due to’s” / “as a result of” to describe all the risk factors
being considered in the scope of the risk scenario being assessed. Another way the risk scenario
and details can be described is pictorially or graphically as a Risk Scenario Map. The Risk Map
can be constructed by the group with Post-It Notes as in Exhibit 6 or as an EXCEL construct in
Appendix 3. A facilitator can easily and quickly describe how a Risk Map can be constructed.
Time / Event information flows along the top, leftright to the chosen Consequence which is the
first post-it note placed up. All other risk factor information are arranged under the events in the
vertical dimension which is not time related but rather cause-effect. Constructing the Risk Map
creates real involvement, participation and genuine enthusiasm of all the assessors. See Exhibit 7.
While it seems that creating a Risk Map may take more time than writing it out in Steps 2.4A and
2.4B, experience shows it can be quite time efficient and certainly thorough and easily interpreted.
A Risk Map essentially replaces the words of 2.4A and 2.4B. Whether it is verbal or pictorial, the
Risk Question or Scenario Map can be supported with any additional photos, sketches, relevant
documents and probability / reliability data recorded in Step 2.5. The results of each risk
assessment are recorded in the Risk Register and should include the locations of, or actual hard or
soft copies of all associated information. A full copy of the completed interactive WORD based
proforma can be used as the actual Risk Register entry.
Other graphical methods of describing a risk scenario include Bow-Ties, Logic Trees such as
Event and Fault trees. The author finds that the types of Risk Map shown in Exhibits 6 and 7are
more than satisfactory up to semi-quantitative risk analysis, shown as Method 3 in Exhibit 10.

Exhibit 6
Sample of an Actual Risk
Scenario Map [details in Exhibit 4]

Step 3

Exhibit 7
Real Participative Dynamic
Interactive Risk Scenario Mapping

Risk Analysis

In Process Step 3, Exhibit 8, the size of the risk is estimated by an appropriate method. Risk
Analysis is the crucial part of risk assessment and can be performed at different levels in varying
degrees of formality and quantification. Exhibit9 shows the 4 main levels of Risk Analysis. It is
appropriate to do risk analysis as the second step of risk assessment by first doing a qualitative
analysis Step 3.1 and then working down with increasing rigor formality and depth. The use of
more sophisticated and thorough methods involves extra cost of time, money, and effort. As such
the choice of analysis method is only justified by the level of risk and the seriousness of the
decisions to be made with the risk level information. It is always recommended that the hierarchy

is followed downwards as a logical process filter and balancing the time required and confidence
of the results.

Exhibit 8

Exhibit 9

Process Step 3 Risk Analysis

The 4 main Methods of Risk Analysis

Exhibit 10

Risk Levels generated by Risk Analysis

Before Step 3.1, the facilitator should give a verbal reminder summary of Steps 2.4A and 2.4B.
This summary should include confirmation of which of the 3 risk levels of Exhibit 10 is being
considered. Step 3.1 must be first estimated by individual assessors, independently, without prior
discussion & consultation. They must commit to write down their qualitative estimate HIGH /
MEDIUM /LOW. Then, according to the revealed spread of answers to Step 3.1, Step3.2 allows
an efficient filtering process of the many risks that often need to be considered overtime.
Step 3.3 is the critical step where the Likelihood of the scenario is estimated. Here is where
assessors have not traditionally been given adequate assistance and guidance. Likelihood scales
have either been minimal or misleading, The most serious misleading aspect of many likelihood
Estimation Guidance Scales is the use of the word “possible” in such terms as “Quite Possible”
and “Remotely Possible” and similar. “Possible” confuses assessors as everything can be possible
and they are tempted to always use it. It is an absolute not a relative dimension. It is YES or NO;
black or white; no in-between. “Possible” doesn’t have a range. Whereas the appropriate term is
“likelihood” which does have a range. Likelihood can be expressed as a raw number, a
probability, or it can be a frequency expressed as a rate [per hour, per year, per 100 jobs or ….. ]
Exhibit 11 shows a Likelihood Estimation Guidance Tool which the author has developed over
a number of years. It has proven to be instrumental in improving the consistency, reliability and
accuracy of likelihood estimates.

Exhibit 11

The Likelihood Estimation Guidance Tool

To achieve maximum successful use of the L Estimation Guide of Exhibit 11, the facilitator
needs to carefully plan and conduct this part of the process. Besides slight variations in personal
style, the facilitator should start with a refresh of everyone’s memory with a summary of the risk
scenario as per 2.4A and 2.4B, with an objective highlighting of what risk factors are specifically
in and what is out of the scenario selected for estimation. Is it day or night or generically either? Is
it wet or dry weather or generically either? etc. Sometimes the facilitator may need to remind the
group of any information re the likelihood effects of any existing or missing risk controls. Also the
first time the group uses Exhibit 11, the following details should be discussed. Always use the
first 2 columns to assist selecting the best estimate. Use any of the 3 columns when they are
relevant to the scenario. A regular precautionary instruction is also to recognize that the estimate is
for the whole scenario NOT just 1 event or risk factor. e.g. in the log stack example, there may be
information that in the past a log becomes unstable and dislodges 1 in 50 times. If that factor alone
was considered, then the last column could be wrongly used in saying that the Likelihood of the
whole scenario is between 4  5. In fact, other events and factors are involved in the whole
scenario including if, where and how he could be hit by log etc. The likelihood of the combination
of all of the factors will always be less than each. The probability of A, and B, and C is the product
of all 3 and if any of them are small then the product is much smaller than each. Say A= 0.1 = 1 in
10; B= 0.01 =1in 100; and C=0.1 = 1 in 100, then A and B and C = 0.1 X 0.01 X 0.1 = 0.0001 or 1
in 10,000.
Instructions of use of Exhibit 11 include the important aspect of independent / free-ofcomparison / initial write down of estimates. The only discussion allowable when assessors are
making their first independent estimate is clarification of scenario and risk factor information. At

the stage of initial estimates, don’t be surprised and curtail that kind of questioning. Because each
participant assessor is being asked to “make a personal estimate” of likelihood of the whole
scenario, h/she may need to seek clarification of some of the risk factors. Note that often past
incident data which is certainly needed in using Column 2, and elsewhere, is not always available
and the knowledge experts in the group may need to provide all the group with their best
knowledge of any risk factor being queried. The problem with historical data is sample size and
changed circumstances which can make historical data less relevant to the future. As the
participants use the L Estimation Guide of Exhibit 11, remind them that they will be asked later to
describe which words in which rows in which columns [ incl. Columns 1 and 2] which helped
them make the likelihood estimate they are going to write-down ***. Also they need to be
prepared to discuss which events and risk factors were significant in their estimation
considerations. Also, point out that interpolation can be appropriate. e.g. “between L= 3  4” /
“L= 2+ = a little more than 2” / “Less than L=1” / “”More than 6” / but never ZERO
While the first L estimates are being randomly requested from the assessors, and written up on
the board [ avoid labelling authors of estimates], the facilitator will need to remind the other
participants NOT to change the estimate they wrote down because at this stage there are no wrong
or correct answers. Any differences and variations will be based on good reasons that will be
discussed AFTER all initial estimates are recorded.
If the initial likelihood level estimates show no more variation than 1 or maybe 2 scale units on
a 6 unit scale as shown in Exhibit 11, record the result in Step 3.3 and proceed. However, if there
is wide variation in the L estimates [say 2 to 3 units or worse], the wide variation is almost always
due to individual assessors allowing personal bias / excluded / ignored different risk factors to
distort their estimates differently. It is no wonder that they get different estimates because they are
estimating different risk scenarios. The facilitator needs to open a healthy objective consensusgenerating discussion. It is best initiated by asking anyone who estimated at the HIGH end of the
spread to describe and share with the group the considerations [ noted as *** in the previous
paragraph] of what guidance words did they use in arriving at their L estimate.
Repeat the question for anyone who estimated at the LOW end of the spread. This Delphi
technique of obtaining consensus is an effective, rewarding, and enjoyable way of getting the best
estimate in an uncertain situation. Remember risk assessment is only important when we are
uncertain. The resulting discussions will reveal if some assessors over- or under-emphasized or
even forgot to consider some of the positive and negative risk factors, effective and weak and even
missing risk controls. As in any true consensus process, sometimes the discussion can lead to
everyone going lower on their first estimates or some higher or unchanged or meeting somewhere
between the upper and lower limits of the initial spread. The facilitator needs to judge when and
how often during the discussions, the assessors are re-asked to make new independent write-down
estimates taking into account new clarifications of agreed risk factor information.
The consensus process can be brief but the facilitator needs to avoid any dominating influences
by participants who subjectively steer it towards a pre-determined expectation. Risk assessment, as
with incident investigation, is not immune from manipulation. In those circumstances, the ethical
and intellectual integrity of the group as well as the facilitator are at stake. Keep reminding
assessors that the L estimate is for the whole scenario, not just one event or risk factor.
Process Step 3.4 is necessary only to start thinking about where the ideas for Step 5 Risk
Treatment & Control should start focusing on improving to reduce or mitigate the risk level
obtained in the next Step 3.5 where the estimate of L from 3.3 and the chosen value of C from 2.2
are compounded to give a Risk Score. In the example shown in Method 3 of Exhibit 9, R = L*C =
L X C values are shown in the author’s version of the ubiquitous 2d matrix of semi-quantitative

risk scoring. The L estimate was L = 2  3 and the C choice was C = 4 then the answer in 3.5
would be R = 8  12.

Step 4

Risk Evaluation

Exhibit 12

Process Step 4 Risk Evaluation

Process Steps 4.1 to 4.3 covers the decision diamond process stage of Exhibit 1 for evaluating
the risk levels or scores. The pre-determined risk criteria are applied to assess what response
actions the group and Risk Owner should consider are necessary and appropriate. Evaluation needs
to be based on all 3 criteria questions and the answers will direct the process to either Step 5 or
Step 6. The ultimate safety risk management objective is to manage each risk to :ALARP – As Low As Reasonably Practicable
OR

SOFARP – So Far As Reasonably Practicable

Standards such as ASSE/ANSI Z690.2 do not specify the exact detailed criteria for deciding
when a risk level is ALARP but they do specify that an organization must define them. A very
common set of ALARP criteria used widely around the world for risk tolerability decision-making
has already been detailed in the paper for Session 612 of Safety 2013 by the author.
Color coding as in Methods 3 and 4 of Exhibit 9, are often used to indicate different
classifications of response actions appropriate to the risk levels ranging from the simple and coarse
tri-color traffic light format to the multi-sectional tolerability & action framework of Exhibit 13.

Exhibit 13

A Sample Risk Tolerability/ Action Framework or Criteria

Step 5

Risk Treatment & Control

Process Steps 5.1  5.11 in Exhibit 14 can achieve the safety processes ultimately required to
maximize the chances of positive outcomes and minimize the chances of negative outcomes.
When the risk is not tolerable i.e. above 30 and/or the level is not ALARP, risks must be treated /
managed / mitigated in some way for legal, moral and financial reasons. In most legal
jurisdictions, safety and environmental risks MUST be managed by control. They cannot be
“avoided / ignored ” or “shared” as with other risk domains like financial, reputation, quality…
The traditional and logical basis for optioneering – devising & selecting control options - is the
risk control hierarchy of Exhibit 15. The $ cost always influences option choices. For tolerability
considerations, the risk owner needs to determine what risk controls are needed to reduce the risk
to ALARP – As Low As Reasonably Practicable or SOFARP So Far As Reasonably Practicable.
In Step 5.2, always include the nature of the effects of each option – Will it affect likelihood
L? or consequences C ? or both L and C ? Risk Controls which reduce ONLY Consequence
Severity e.g. most types of PPE, rescue / fire-fighting / first aid / are fundamentally REACTIVE in
nature. By definition, safety risk management must be primarily PROACTIVE. Controls which
reduce Likelihood must be implemented as well. Management strategies must always include a
mixture of HARD and SOFT controls. Even HARD controls are not perfect. They need the
support of SOFT controls and vice-versa.

Exhibit 14

Risk Treatment / Control

N.B. Although the Hierarchy of Controls indicates preference for Engineering / Physical measures,
they need to be always supported by additional controls from all categories of the Hierarchy. Even
engineering / physical devices & controls such as Elimination / Substitution / Barriers need rules
/audits / supervision etc. to assure on-going implementation & effectiveness.
Estimates of likelihood / probability need to consider detailed information re the “strength” of
each risk control. Is each control ? Inappropriate, missing, wrong, not implemented, weak,
ineffective, not working, not followed, not followed, correctly, not conducted, inadequate. It is
always helpful to make these estimates of effectiveness of controls at least qualitative such as
weak, moderate and strong or even numerical 1  3. See Steps 2.4B and 5.7.

.
Exhibit 15

Step 6

Hierarchy of Risk Controls

Monitor & Review

Process Steps 6.1  6.4 in Exhibit 17 closes the first cyclic never-ending process loop for
managing a risk. However, nothing is static – change management and risk management go handin-hand. Most risk factors are related to change. As well as checking if control improvement plans
are actually implemented, verified and validated, ffrequent in-depth tests / audits / inspections /
checks by independents are legally and morally essential to assess if risk controls continue to be in
place / effective / working correctly.

Exhibit 16

Monitor & Review Process

Part 3
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Appendix 1

Examples of Generic & Specific Risk Questions

During Step 1 and Step 2 of the risk review process – the generic or specific nature of the Risk
Questions being considered needs to be clarified and agreed.
The risk questions below are all different and will have similar but different assessments !
Which question below is the most specific ? most generic?
Which one best expresses the agreed scenario of most interest or concern?
The assessment of the magnitude of each risk may or may not be helpful in decision-making.
What is the risk of :1. any person
being killed due to falling down any stairs on any of our ships ?
2. any employee
…………………………………..any stairs on any of our ships ?
3. any crew member
…………………………………..any stairs on any of our ships ?
4. Fred Smith
…………………………………..any stairs on any of our ships ?
5. any employee
6. any employee

………any stairwell of design Type Q23 on any of our ships ?
………any stairwell of design Type Q23 on ship MV22 ?

7. any crew member
8. any crew member

………any stairwell of design Type Q23 on any of our ships ?
………any stairwell of design Type Q23 on ship MV22 ?

9. Fred Smith
10. Fred Smith
11. Fred Smith
12.

………any stairwell of design Type Q23 on any of our ships ?
………any stairwell of design Type Q23 on ship MV22 ?
………stairwell # NN of Type Q23 at door 4 on ship MV22?

Appendix 2

Some Issues to be managed by the Facilitator

Types of Participants
Enthusiastic

Involved

Engaged

Reluctant

Negative

Team Player

Self-interested & Self-Centered Player Non-participatory observer

Intelligent “Ignorants” as well as Knowledge Experts

Language, Terminology and Comments to avoid or take care with
 routine

bad luck

 possible /probable/ potential

Act of God

we are due for one

accept / tolerate

reasonable

safe

obvious

incident free

 If it can happen, it will happen It’s a routine job. I have done it a million times
 Nothing has gone wrong therefore nothing can go wrong.
 We always follow rules and procedures.
 Rules and procedures are perfect risk controls.
 Incidents will always happen – There’s nothing we can do about it.
 I have a perfect record of no errors or incidents or damage or stuff-ups.
 I can tolerate a risk of 1 in a million chance for that to happen - as long as I am not the one
 It will happen to other companies, someone else not me / us
 We don’t have incidents - hence we are risk-free.
 Zero Incidents = Zero Risk

Belief Statements based on Perceptions


All decision making requires some form of risk assessment.



Risk management is about handling uncertainty using foresight based on the analysis of
what was, what is and what could be.



The past can help predict the future if the circumstances stay the same



We can never eliminate all aspects of a risk but we can do a lot to move the odds in our
favour



Risk Makers and Risk Takers need to be the Risk Managers

Risk estimation can be biased by a number of factors, the most common of
these are:

Hindsight issues when we interpret past and historical experiences inaccurately. After an
incident, we wrongly believe that we knew and predicted the likelihood better than we
actually did. We miss learning opportunities because we think we were OK and doing well
before the incident. There is even the belief we could not have done better in identifying and
controlling risk factors.



Pattern Seeking or “Gambler” issues when we wrongly believe that there are actual
patterns which over-ride randomness, and they exist according to some undiscovered law of
nature. e.g. we have been having a run of good / bad luck so we are due for a bad / good
change. We try to see patterns in occurrences of events where there are none.



Statistical Misinterpretations issues when we attempt to draw causal and correlational
inferences from small sample sizes.



Overconfidence issues when we don’t adequately consider extreme scenarios –
o high positive C, low L [ overlooking these means lost or missed opportunities ], and
o high negative C, low L [ unrecognized or underestimated risk exposures ]



Optimism issues [ & Pessimism ] when we are unrealistic about how well we understand
and are controlling risk factors and hence underestimate L and take risks for high negative C
and over-estimate L and take risks for high positive C when a more objective less emotional
assessment would lead us to refrain from either.



Confusing Causes and Correlations issues when we identify risk factors that appear to
affect scenarios but actually don’t.



Over compensation issues - similarly to over-confidence - when we believe that any
reasonable success in estimating some risks in the short term encourages us to expose
ourselves to more risks than we may ultimately want to.



Short term and long term thinking issues – when we don’t look far enough or too far
back in the past and even don’t look far enough or too far forward into the future. We
cannot always assume that circumstances that influenced past occurrences are constant and
will also influence future scenarios in the same ways.



Reluctance to change issues – related to conservatism – when we decide not to do anything
about a risk and its controls because there appears to be no need – if it appears like it ain’t
broke, why change or do anything?



False Comfort and False Confidence issues when we wrongly believe that our risk
controls are better than they actually are and new or changed or additional or different
controls are not required.



Over Enthusiasm issues [ & Apathy ] when we allow favourite [ undesirable ] or popular
[ unliked ] risk factors or analytical tools to dominate our choices of scenarios and distort
their assessments.

Group Dynamics Issues


power-playing and personality clashes – mutual respect & trust



some estimates are more valued, credible and acceptable than others because………



peer to peer criticism is OK and can work well if it remains Constructive & Sensitive




criticism upwards to superior is OK but often cannot work well unless managed
criticism downwards from superior is OK & can work well if Constructive & Sensitive



Appendix 3 Using EXCEL to draw a Risk Scenario Map

Assessors find it hard to write “could happen ”. They often use “did happen ” as if it was a real
incident rather than a what-if risk map

